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Editorial

We present a by and large covariant way to deal with quantum mechanics 
in which summed up positions, momenta and time factors are treated as 
directions on an essential "stage spacetime". We show that this covariant 
beginning stage makes quantization into a simply mathematical evenness 
condition [1]. This makes quantum mechanics simply mathematical, and 
conceivably even topological. Our methodology is particularly helpful for time-
subordinate issues and frameworks subject to ambiguities in decisions of clock 
or spectator. As a side-effect, we give an inference and speculation of the 
Wigner elements of standard quantum mechanics [2]. We intend to create a for 
the most part stage spacetime covariant definition of quantum mechanics. We 
find a detailing of quantum mechanics as far as inborn mathematical designs 
on a contact complex. Our methodology is like Fedosov's quantization of 
symplectic manifolds and without a doubt we were incompletely enlivened by 
that work and ensuing uses of Fedosov quantization to models of higher twists. 
Quantization in light of contact calculation has been concentrated previously 
For instance, Rajeev considers quantization starting with (old style) Lagrange 
sections (the contact simple of Poisson sections) [3]. 

Fitzpatrick has stretched out this work to a thorough mathematical 
quantization setting. There is additionally prior work by Kashiwara that 
reviews stacks of pseudodifferential administrators over contact manifolds. 
Examinations persuaded by quantum cosmology of the alleged "clock 
equivocalness" in the quantum elements of time reparameterization invariant 
speculations might be seen as in. Contact math has likewise been utilized 
in investigations of decisions of quantum tickers in. Since it is worldline 
diffeomorphism invariant, the framework with activity has one top notch 
imperative. From the Darboux articulation for the contact structure α we see 
that there are likewise inferior imperatives (the authoritative momenta for 
the directions are compelled to approach the directions). The quantization of 
obliged frameworks is surely known, because of the original work of Becchi, 
Rouet, Stora and Tyutin (BRST). We utilize the Hamiltonian BRST innovation 
of Batalin, Fradkin and Vilkovisky (BFV) as well as its augmentation to 
frameworks with inferior imperatives [4].

We are presently prepared to quantize the contact definition of old style 
mechanics. The actual picture hidden our technique intently impersonates 
general relativity: Spinors in bended space are depicted by sticking a duplicate 
of a level space Clifford polynomial math and its twist portrayal to each point 
in spacetime utilizing vielbeine and the twist association with look at spinors 

at varying spacetime focuses. Numerically, this is an illustration of a vector 
pack in which setting vielbeine are called fastening structures. Here we need 
to stick a duplicate of standard quantum mechanics to each point z in the 
stage spacetime Z, which we view as the strands of a reasonable vector pack, 
and afterward build an association α to look at contrasting filaments [5]. By 
BRST quantizing old style mechanics depicted as far as contact math, we 
have reformulated quantum mechanics as the equal vehicle condition of a level 
association on a vector group over stage spacetime. This suggests that we 
have transformed quantum mechanics into cohomology. Our methodology has 
a straightforward mathematical understanding.

We keep up with general covariance as for stage reality organizes at all 
crossroads and we look at standard quantization at fixed stage spacetime 
focuses utilizing an association, similarly as the Levi-Civita turn association 
looks at vectors, spinors from spacetime highlight spacetime point. From a 
group perspective, this implies that we quantize along filaments and figure 
internal items fiber-wise. Correlators are covariantly marked by sets of stage 
spacetime focuses. This gives a deduction and speculation of the Wigner 
capacities which are normally hypothesized in standard quantum mechanics. 
Our methodology is natural for the information of a severe contact complex, 
which is fundamentally locally paltry. This raises the enticing chance that 
both old style and quantum elements can be totally portrayed as far as the 
topological information of vector packs over contact manifolds.
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